
APS INTER-SCHOOL TABLE TENNIS TOURNAMENT 

BEGINS AT APSJC 

 
14 JULY, 2022 
 
DAY-1 
 
The Inter-APS Table  Tennis Competition (CLUSTER-1) 2022-23, being held for boys and girls 

kick-started at Army Public School Jammu Cantt. 

The Chief Guest of the program was Chairman APSJC Brig Gautam Segan SC,SM. The other 

eminent guests who witnessed the program were Vice Chairman Col. Ashish Kumar Pathak and 

SO Schools Lt. Col. Dinesh Sharma. The prominent dignitaries were welcomed by the Head Girl 

and the Head Boy of the School with pinning of the badges.  

The program commenced with the lighting of the traditional lamp followed by welcome song by the 

school choir. 64 participants from 8 APS’ took oath with the Sports Captain of the school Shailja 

Singh. They will vie for top honours in the 3-Day Tournament. 

Chairman APSJC Brig Gautam Segan SC,SM, while addressing the players emphasized on the 

importance of sports for the overall development of a child. He exhorted the students to take sports 

more seriously for a healthy life and he also stressed upon following the covid protocol and 

thereafter he declared the event open. 

A total of six matches were played on Day 1 comprising of the singles, doubles and mixed doubles. 

And what a display of talent!  

On Table 1 APS Ratnuchak outclassed APS Sunjuwan in Match 1 to move to the next round. APS 

Ratnuchak outclassed APS Samba in Match 2. Whereas in Match 3 APS Jammu Cantt outshone 

APS Sunjwan.to move to the next round .      

On Table 2 APS Kaluchak outclassed APS Damana in Match 1 to move to the next round. APS BD 

Bari outclassed APS Miran Sahib in Match 2. Whereas in Match 3 APS Damana outshone APS 

MiranSahib to move to the next round .      

The  matches kept the student spectators hooked on to their seats. The arena echoed with hooting 

and hollering. Promising table tennis players from across eight Army Public Schools will be seen in 

action during the three-day tournament 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

 

 

  


